In a recent paper, Peyton Jones et al. proposed a design for imprecise exceptions in the lazy functional programming language Haskell PJRH + 99]. The main contribution of the design was that it allowed the language to continue to enjoy its current rich algebra of transformations. However, it does not combine easily with other extensions, most notably that of concurrency. We present an alternative semantics for a lazy functional language with imprecise exceptions which is entirely operational in nature, and combines well with other extensions, such as I/O and concurrency. The semantics is based upon a convergence relation, which describes evaluation, and an exceptional convergence relation, which describes the raising of exceptions. Convergence and exceptional convergence lead naturally to a simple notion of re nement, where a term M is re ned by N whenever they have identical convergent behaviour, and any exception raised by N can also be raised by M. We are able to validate many call-by-name equivalences and standard program transformations, including the ubiquitous strictness transformation.
Introduction
In an earlier paper PJRH + 99] we showed how to add exceptions to a lazy, purely-functional programming language, such as Haskell. There were three key ideas.
The rst was to treat an exception as a value rather than as a change of control ow. This idea is fairly standard; for example, the IEEE oating point standard uses it for NaNs. The second idea addressed the question of what meaning to assign to expressions like:
(raise e1) + (raise e2): Does this expression deliver the exception e1, or e2? The conventional approach is to x the evaluation order, thus determining which of the two exceptions is delivered. This works well for languages whose evaluation order is already highly constrained because of other e ects, such as assignment or input/output. For languages like Haskell, however, code motion that changes evaluation order is a key transformation, and xing the evaluation order would be a major blow. The alternative we advocated in PJRH + 99] is to say that the meaning of the expression is a set of two exceptions, e1 and e2. If the order of the operands to + is reversed, the meaning is unchanged.
The third idea is that to catch an exception is to make a non-deterministic choice among the set of exceptions in an exceptional value. To avoid making the entire language non-deterministic, catching an exception is regarded as an input/output operation in Haskell's I/O monad. This makes our proposal a little less expressive than (say) ML exceptions; the payo is that program transformations are almost entirely una ected, with no side conditions.
Our slogan, therefore is: We want to add exceptions to a lazy language, without losing any useful program transformations. The earlier paper formalised this claim by using a denotational semantics. In this paper we take an alternative approach, by providing an operational semantics for a call-by-name language augmented with raise. There are two reasons for taking this approach:
Compilers for languages like Haskell take great care to use call by need, rather than call by name. The two are denotationally indistinguishable, but operationally they may di er dramatically. Despite this, not much theoretical work has been done on this distinction. In separate earlier work we have therefore developed operational techniques to reason about improvement (i.e. optimisation) in call-by-need languages MS99]. We wanted to be able to extend these techniques to a language including exceptions.
Haskell includes a monadic form of input/output PJW93], and an extended version of Haskell supports concurrent threads PJGF96]. We believe that an operational semantics in the style of a process calculus is more suited to describing the semantics of these extensions than is a denotational semantics. Our goal, then, is to develop a layered operational theory that encompasses input/output, concurrency, exceptions (including asynchronous exceptions such as inter-thread signals), and call-by-need. In the purely functional sublanguage it should be no harder to prove equivalences than it is in simpler calculi; but these equivalences should be proven to hold in the more complex setting in which new kinds of observation are possible. This paper tackles a small part of that goal. We treat only the purely-functional part, in which one can raise an exception, but not catch it. We give a formal operational semantics for this language, and prove several equational laws that correspond closely to the standard theorems for a call-by-name calculus Plo75], thus formalising the e ect of adding exceptions on the theory.
The operational semantics presents a novelty in that exceptional behaviour is de ned co-inductively to capture the idea from PJRH + 99] that diverging expressions can raise any exception. Based on this operational semantics we dene suitable Morris-style contextual equivalence and re nement relations between terms. As a tool to reason about these, we introduce a form of applicative simulation taking imprecise exceptions into account. We show that the resulting bisimulation equivalence is a congruence, using Howe's congruence proof method How96], and thus that it coincides with contextual equivalence.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 presents the language and its operational semantics in the form of natural semantics rules for normal convergence and exceptional convergence relations. The next two sections examine two kinds of preorders, based upon the operational semantics. Section 4 presents a Morris-style contextual re nement preorder, where M is rened by N if they have identical convergent behaviour, and any exceptional behaviour exhibited by N is also present in M. We prove that contextual re nement coincides with an applicative simulation preorder, enabling us to establish the validity of beta-laws and the strictness transformation. Extensions to the simple functional language, like case expressions, I/O, exception handling, and concurrency, are then described brie y in section 5. We conclude in section 6.
Related Work
The imprecise exception mechanism was introduced in PJRH + 99] where it is related to other approaches to exception handling in functional languages.
Co-inductively de ned operational semantics have appeared before (see e.g. CC91, HM95]), but there it has usually been used to de ne divergence or non-termination predicates. Our use of co-induction to de ne an exceptional convergence relation appear to be new.
There is not much prior work on equational reasoning about exceptions. In Gor94, x6.7] Gordon considers a small call-by-name language with a (deterministic) monadic exception mechanism, rather di erent from our imprecise exceptions, for which he also develops an operational theory of applicative bisimulation using Howe's method How96].
In PJRH + 99] we give a denotational semantics for imprecise exceptions which is carefully engineered to preserve many equational laws from the pure functional language. The operationally-based notion of equivalence relation in the present paper is basically an operational rendering of equality in this denotational model. The re nement preorder that we introduce is inspired by our earlier work on operational theories for non-deterministic functional languages Las98, Mor98, MSC99]; our adaptation of Howe's congruence proof to deal with non-deterministic exceptions also uses techniques from Las98]. We de ne two forms of convergence: normal convergence, where evaluation terminates without an exception being raised, and exceptional convergence, where evaluation is brought to an abrupt halt due to the raising of an exception.
Normal Convergence
We de ne convergence in the functional core via a standard inductively-de ned convergence relation: An application may raise an exception if its function does, or an exception is raised after substitution:
M " raise e M N " raise e ?
(App " 1 )
This is not the whole story; we are aiming for exibility. One of the most crucial transformations in any compiler for a lazy, functional language is the strictness transformation, in which f N is transformed to
when f is discovered to be strict|in this context we de ne strict to mean that f (raise e) can raise e, for every exception e. Therefore, our notion of exceptional convergence must allow di erent evaluation orders: in M N, N may be evaluated before M! This motivates the nal rule for application:
M 6 + N " raise e M N " raise e ? (App " 3 )
where M 6 + is short for :9V:M + V . Note that we only allow exceptional convergence in the argument to lead to exceptional convergence in the application as a whole when the function also converges exceptionally. This prevents erroneous conclusions such as ( x:3) (raise e) " raise e:
Strict lets are similar to applications. The rst two rules are analogous. We need to be a bit clever for the analogue of the third rule. Consider the strict let expression let! x = M in N. If M has exceptional behaviour, then we must allow any exceptional behaviour in the body of let, by analogy with (App " 3 ). The problem is that x may occur free in N, but since M hasn't converged we have nothing to which to bind x. We need some way of discovering the exceptional behaviours of N that are independent of x. Our solution follows an idea from PJRH + 99]. We bind x to an auxiliary term 0 with no behaviour: it neither evaluates to any value or raises any exceptions. 4 Now, if N 0 = x ] raises an exception, it does so independent of the behaviour of x.
Divergence is Exceptional Convergence. The rules for exceptional convergence have a non-trivial inductive interpretation: the behaviour of terms which can raise exceptions after a nite amount of computation, like let! x = raise e in M or let! x = V in raise e. Indeed, any set of rules like those above may be interpreted either inductively or coinductively. So why take the co-inductive reading in this case?
By choosing the co-inductive interpretation, we include all divergent terms, like def = ( x:x x) ( x:x x), and terms whose divergence depends upon exceptional behaviour, like (raise e) . The co-inductive interpretation stipulates that such divergent terms may raise any exception e, as we cannot refute that a divergent term raises e. This operational semantics models the interpretation of divergence in the denotational semantics of imprecise exceptions in PJRH + 3.3 Determinism and Exclusivity An important property of normal convergence is that it is deterministic. That is
But if an expression raises an exception, the semantics is deliberately vague about which exception may be raised.
That is, it is entirely possible that M " raise e1 and M " raise e2 but e1 6 e2. It is this imprecision that validates many useful program transformations. Moreover, when restricted to terms not containing 0, normal convergence is mutually exclusive with exceptional convergence, as stated by the following theorem. (ii) 9e:M " raise e:
We can prove M + V =) :9e:M " raise e;
(3.1) for arbitrary terms M and values V , by rule induction on M + V . It then remains to prove that M 6 + =) 9e:M " raise e:
(3.2) for all closed 0-free M. This is harder because the existential quanti cation prevents us from arguing by rule co-induction on M " raise e. We encounter this kind of di culty with coinductive reasoning about the " relation elsewhere in the sequel. We overcome this di culty, by introducing an auxiliary, inductively de ned exception relation, %, between terms M and nite non-empty sets S of raised exceptions. The meaning of the judgement M % S is that M raises the exceptions in S and M doesn't diverge. It is de ned by the following set of rules.
This relation also plays a fundamental rôle in the development of the operational theory of applicative simulation in section 4. This we prove by rule co-induction on M " e 0 .
For the reverse implication it su ces to show that M % S =) 8e 2 S:M " raise e; which we prove by rule induction on M % S. 4 Re nement and Equivalence We are interested in developing a theory based upon convergent and exceptional behaviours. Our aim is to preserve as much as possible of the existing call-by-name theory while extending it to handle exceptional behaviours in a useful way. We will base the theory upon a notion of re nement. A term M is re ned by N if they have identical convergent
mean by re nement. The main result of this section allows us to establish contextual re nement by showing a much simpler relationship, called re nement similarity. This is justi ed because re nement similarity is a precongruence. We sketch the proof of the precongruence of re nement similarity via the nigh-standard method due to Howe How96] .
We close with examples of the use of re nement simulation. We establish the validity of beta-laws and the strictness transformation for our language.
Contextual Re nement and Equivalence
Program contexts are usually introduced as \programs with holes", the intention being that a closed expression is to be \plugged into" all of the holes in the context. We will use contexts of the form C; D ::= x j x:C j C D j let! x = C in D j raise C j e j 0:
Conventionally, the prior notion of observational equivalence is de ned contextually; we say M is equivalent to N whenever, for all program contexts C such that both C M] and C N] are closed,
where notation M + means that there exists some value V such that M + V .
In the presence of imprecise exceptions, this is only half the story. The above de nition would identify all terms that raise any kind of exception, e.g. would be identi ed with raise (UserError \No such element 00 ). In other words, a theory based upon the conventional de nition would be oblivious to exceptions; we might as well not have added imprecise exceptions at all! We de ne contextual re nement in such a way that it includes the above de nition, but is also sensitive to exceptional behaviour. Contextual equivalence, denoted =, is mutual contextual renement. Intuitively, a term is contextually re ned by another if the latter has identical convergent behaviour to the former and the latter does not introduce exceptional behaviours not already present in the former. Another way of looking at it is that non-determinism (derived from possible exceptional behaviour) is not increased when moving upwards in a @ -chain. This de nition allows an implementation to decrease non-determinism by making choices. For instance, we shall see that by this de nition M @ raise e if M " raise e, regardless of whether M can also raise other exceptions.
Relational Preliminaries
We use the notion of the compatible re nement of a given relation to de ne what it means for a relation on open terms to be a congruence. It is also used to de ne the simulation functional upon which our notion of similarity will be based. If R is a binary relation over terms, then its compatible re nement, b R, is de ned by the rules:
Compatible re nement will be used in the de nition of simulation below as a way of testing values, but it also provides a simple characterisation of congruence. We say R is compatible when b R R. Any compatible equivalence is a congruence; any compatible preorder is a precongruence.
Given a relation R between closed terms, its open extension, written R o , is the relation between arbitrary terms M and M 0 such that M R M 0 for every closing substitution for the free variables in M and M 0 .
Re nement Similarity and Bisimilarity
Re nement similarity will be de ned in terms of two applicative similarities. The rst is essentially the same as the applicative similarity of Abr90, How96]. The second is obtained from the rst by adding an extra clause for exceptional behaviour.
Applicative Convergence Similarity
The applicative convergence simulation functional, is dened as follows. We defer the proof of the compatibility of . o " until section 4.4.
Re nement Similarity
We are now in a position to de ne re nement similarity as a combination of applicative convergence similarity and applicative error similarity. 
Compatibility of Applicative Error Similarity
We will de ne a candidate precongruence which by de nition will be compatible and contain applicative error similarity. Then we will show that the candidate is an applicative error simulation. This will imply the desired result: that applicative error similarity is compatible. We elide the proof (it is in fact the crucial lemma for showing the applicative convergence similarity is compatible).
(2) We are required to prove M . " N^N " raise e =) M " raise e:
(4.3) However, it will be su cient to prove U, V are closed and x, y are distinct = let! y = V in let! x = U in P (let!-) 2 = RHS (+); congruence M 6 + and N 6 +. Then LHS 6 + and RHS 6 + too. Thus it su ces to show that LHS " raise e () RHS " raise e;
(4.5) for all exceptions e. By the rules de ning the exceptional convergence relation for strict let, we see that LHS " raise e holds if and only if one of { M " raise e, or { N " raise e, or { P 0 = x ] 0 = y ] " raise e holds. But the same is true of RHS, so we conclude (4.5), as required. 2 Our nal example involves the strictness transformation. It says that transforming call-by-name (or need) into callby-value is a re nement whenever the context involved is strict in the sense of the premise. This transformation is one of the most commonly applied in functional language compilers, and it is important that it remains valid. We establish these facts for arbitrary terms M; (4.6) by rule induction on M N = x ] + V , and (4.7) by rule co-induction on M 0 = x ] " e. From (4.6), the strictness assumption and (3.1) we conclude that M N = x ] 6 +, so it su ces to show that M N = x ] " e implies let! x = N in M " e for all e. But this follows easily from (4.7), (Strict Let " 1 ) and (Strict Let " 3 ), and we are done. 2 5 Extensions The language described thus far is not particularly expressive (it lacks data constructors, case expressions, integers, and primitives among other things) and not so useful: we can raise exceptions with ease, but cannot catch them! In this section, we sketch how the language and its semantics may be extended to allow for more realistic language constructs, I/O operations, catching and handling of exceptions, and primitives for concurrency. The details of these extensions may be found in a forthcoming longer version of this paper. The proofs in section 4 can also be extended to take the new constructs into account in a straightforward manner. is not of the form M1 >>= M2). We have labelled the transition with e to indicate that an aysnchronous exception has occurred. We are still unable to catch any exceptions at this point, but now that we have the I/O monad, help is at hand.
Catching and Handling Exceptions
We add two new operations to the I/O monad: j getException M j getExceptionIO M:
The former catches and rei es exceptions that are raised during normal evaluation (like division by zero), while the latter catches and rei es I/O exceptions and external errors. where Ok and Bad are tags that may be inspected by exception handlers. getExceptionIO is similar. We also need to extend evaluation contexts: forkIO spawns a new process, containing I/O computation M, and returns a thread identi er. newMVar, takeMVar, and putMVar concern shared, synchronised variables, and signalIO allows one thread to raise an exception in another. Now we can extend the transition system given above to work on processes of the following form: P; Q; R ::= 0 nil process j h hMi it thread of computation named t j hin By showing that re nement similarity, a simple and e ective means of establishing re nement and equivalence based upon applicative simulation, coincides with respect to contextual re nement, we were able to verify most of the standard call-by-name equations. The advantage of having an operationally-based theory is that we can more readily extend the language; in particular, adding concurrency is easy. One shortcoming of the present theory is that the Exception type is at: exceptions have no structure. Allowing exceptions to be arbitrarily complex doesn't appear to pose any signi cant problems, and is certainly something that will be pursued.
Giving an operational semantics for imprecise exceptions and call-by-need is not a trivial matter, since care must be taken to ensure that presence of sharing doesn't interfere with the non-determinism inherent in imprecise exceptions. Another di culty is the fact that there is no known congruent applicative bisimilarity for call-by-need, so perhaps the theory would need to be developed via an abstract machine instead (along the lines of MS99]).
